Thursday July 14 2022, 20:00

CUARTETO CASALS
Abel Tomás, violin
Vera Martínez, violin
Jonathan Brown, viola
Arnau Tomás, violoncello

Joseph HAYDN (1732-1809)
String Quartet in G minor, Op. 20, No. 3 (1772), 22’
I. Allegro con spirito – II. Menuetto. Allegretto – Trio
III. Poco adagio – IV. Allegro molto

Dmitri SJOSTAKOVITJ (1906-1975)
String Quartet No. 1 in C major, Op. 49 (1938), 15’
I. Moderato – II. Moderato
III. Allegro molto – IV. Allegro

INTERMISSION (20 min.)
Felix MENDELSSOHN (1809-1847)
String Quartet No. 3 in D major, Op. 44, No. 1 (1838), 29’
I. Molto allegro vivace – II. Menuetto. Un poco allegretto
III. Andante espressivo ma con moto – IV. Presto con brio
10:00 Artist talk
15:30 Alexandra Dovgan
20:00 Cuarteto Casals

About the music
Joseph Haydn (1732-1809):
String Quartet in G minor, Opus 20 No. 3 (1772)
With a total of 68 string quartets, Haydn is rightly called
the father of the string quartet. In his earliest quartets,
Haydn explores the medium in his search for a personal
style. But with the six string quartets opus 20 in 1772, the
composer has matured, and the works stand today as
milestones in the history of the string quartet.
The 1770s were marked by the dawning romantic era,
called the Sturm und Drang period, in which the focus on
human emotions was expressed as a counter-reaction to
the rational ideals of the Enlightenment. The philosopher
Rousseau as well as the writers Goethe and Schiller
inspired Haydn to abandon the gallant and musically
regular style. Haydn's Sturm und Drang works are music
with humanity and individuality.
The string quartet in G minor is dark and enigmatic. First
movement is dramatic and complex. The four instruments
interact equally, impulse trickles out, and is unexpectedly
replaced by unison sequences and explodes into
temperamental outbursts. The enigmatic continues in the
second movement, a minuet in minor, so gloomy and slow
that the dancing character is transformed into
unrecognizable. The slow third movement is an aboveground lament with solos for all the quartet's four
musicians. And in the fourth movement, Haydn
experiments with the effect of sudden pauses and dynamic
contrasts that until 1772 had been unthinkable.
Dmitry Sjostakovitj (1906-1975):
String Quartet No. 1 in C major, opus 49 (1938)
Sjostakovitj's total of 15 string quartets have given him the
status of one of the most important string quartet
composers in music history. It is therefore surprising that
he first debuted in the genre as a 32-year-old - and almost
by chance.
Symphony No. 5 from 1937 had become a huge success
for the famous Soviet composer, who before that had
experienced Stalin's deadly threats and accusations that he
did not write music in the right Soviet spirit. Sjostakovitj
was right and could finally feel the relief after years of fear
for his existence. Optimistically and casually, in the
summer of 1938 he composed his String Quartet No. 1.
He wrote it as a private project and did not originally have
ambitions for it to be officially published. "It's just musical
images from my childhood, naive and bright moods
associated with spring," explained Sjostakovitj.
The work's four movements together last just 15 minutes
and exude idyll and romantic nostalgia. It is music by a
well-adapted composer that rests in itself. First movement
flows calmly and melodically chirping forward, second
movement is variations on a folk music-inspired theme,
the fast third movement shows a tab of Sjostakovitj's
usual bite while fourth movement ends in luminous C
major sounds.

Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847): String Quartet No. 3
in D major, opus 44 No. 1 (1838)
It can give everybody shortness of breath to think about
the level of activity of German Mendelssohn. In the year
1838 he was not only the most in-demand composer of
the time. He was also a busy conductor, founder of music
academies, piano virtuoso, organist, painter, philologist,
music historian and collector of Europe's cultural elite.
Mendelssohn was a Renaissance man, a luminous genius
who burned out far too early in 1847 - just 38 years old.
Opus 44 consists of three mighty string quartets,
composed in a creative raptus in 1838. These are works
overflowing with melodic excess, luminous energy and
musical well-being.
The String Quartet No. 3 is by Mendelssohn himself
called for his most spiritual and graceful in the genre. First
movement is like a bubbly and life-giving conversation
between the four instruments. The two middle
movements provide contrast with the second movement
'silky soft and symmetrically dancing expression and the
slow third movement' longing melancholy. The final dot
is set with an energetic Saltarello, a festive Italian dance
form that brings to mind Mendelssohn's ingenious, sunwarming symphony No. 4, The Italian.
Mathias Hammer

About the artists
“[…] no other quartet can match this group’s fourvoiced marriage, with its particular blend and fine-honed
precision and passionate expressiveness.”
– Michael Church, The Independant, 2017
Reading reviews of the Spanish string quartet Cuarteto
Casals you can quickly conclude that they are a quartet of
the top level at the international scene – praised for their
subtle, poetic and expressive performances – not only as
individual string players, but first and foremost as a
quartet. The quartet – which has been playing together for
25 years, consists of Abel Tomás and Véra Martinez
(violins), Jonathan Brown (viola) and Arnau Tomás (cello)
have given many concerts in big concert halls all over the
world. Quartet Casals has a very diverse repertoire as the
programme tonight shows us. Casals plays everything
from Haydn to first performances of works composed by
contemporary Spanish and Catalan composers.
Their name and inspiration come from Pablo Casals – the
world famous Spanish/Puerto Rican cellist from
Barcelona – and they live up to the name.

